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ARCO DEUM RELEASE “BEHSHR AIRWAYS” ON JUNE 21
WITH THEIR EP “WAIT WHAT” TO FOLLOW BEFORE THE END OF JUNE!

The duo made up of Christos Floros and Loucas Bretz are releasing fresh, nostalgic
and upbeat summer tunes.

BEHSHR AIRWAYS & ARCO DEUM’S FIRST EP “WAIT WHAT”
Behshr Airways is a melancholic upbeat song about the difficulty of staying
focused in our modern, interconnected societies and is a quirky preview to the
much anticipated “WAIT WHAT” limited release coming out before the end of June.
The song does not plunge the listener into sadness but rather invites him to
celebrate the struggle. The lyrics were written while a little drunk aboard a long
flight back to London, paired with the minimal melodic guitar riffs that defined
the music.
“Wait What” will be ARCO DEUM’s first EP and will include 5 songs, including
Behshr Airways. The titles of the songs will be shared with the public very soon.
The EP is a relaxed, at times nostalgic and at times hopeful collection of songs
written by the band throughout 2018 and 2019. Christos and Loucas are very
excited to be releasing more songs, after more than a year of no new releases,
following their releases of their singles Higher Hopes and Avalanche in 2018.
To listen to their new single and EP follow ARCO DEUM on Spotify or join their
Member’s Club “ODEUM” at arcodeum.com to get notified when their music is
released.

ABOUT “ARCO DEUM”

Arco Deum is a Luxembourgish alternative rock duo created by Loucas Bretz and
Christos Floros. Christos and Loucas met each other shortly after learning to
speak and attended the same school, the European School of Luxembourg, for
over 12 years.
Their music is underpinned by gloomy melancholic rock ballads and quirky
upbeat electronic rhythms. At a time when the world is trying to tell us how to be
and how to feel, they share what they feel. Their lyrics explore a crisis of identity,
culture clashing, politics and philosophy, bubble-childhoods, redemption, hopes
for a better future, depression and last but not least, family.
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SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT:
Instagram Picture: Behind the Scenes shooting the EP Cover in Paros, Greece.
https://www.instagram.com/p/BmV_vpihgBN/
Instagram Video: Behind the Scenes producing a title from the upcoming EP.
https://www.instagram.com/p/BqAy35zHe9z/

Exclusive Preview of the EP Artwork

